APPLICATION INFORMATION

BUDAPESTI BUSINESS SCHOOL
DOCTORAL SCHOOL OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND BUSINESS
English language, fee-paying PhD course starting in the 2021/2022 academic year

Offices and personnel responsible for organizing doctoral studies

Head of the Doctoral School: Dr. Miklós Losoncz
Secretariat: BBS FAA
Brigitta Kovács
E-mail: kovacsbrigitta@uni-bge.hu
Address: 1149 Budapest, 10-12. Buzogány street. Room 117

Application coordinator:
Dorina Körtvési
E-mail: kortvesidorina@uni-bge.hu
Webpage: https://uni-bge.hu/szervezetegysegok/Vallalkozas-es-Gazdalkodastudomanyi-Doktori-Iskola

Doctoral training programs, topics

BBS Doctoral School of Entrepreneurship and Business (DSEB) provides doctoral training in the scientific field of social sciences in the disciplines of entrepreneurship and business.

Current research topics at BBS Doctoral School of Entrepreneurship and Business can be downloaded from the website of the Hungarian Doctoral Council: https://doktori.hu/index.php?menuid=116&lang=HU&num=244

Requesting and submitting the Application Form

Requesting an application form: it is downloadable from the website of BBS DSEB: https://uni-bge.hu/szervezetegysegok/Vallalkozas-es-Gazdalkodastudomanyi-Doktori-Iskola/dokumentumok

Admission procedure fee: HUF 9,000, to be transferred to the bank account of Budapest Business School. Bank account number: 10032000-00282833-00000000, the Details of payment should include the name of the applicant and the following phrase: „doctoral admission procedure fee”

The documents listed below are to be attached to the application:

- copy of diploma supplement
- copy of degree
- CV
- copy of language certificate
- verification of TDK (Student Research Societies) activity
- copy of articles
- proof of payment of the admission fee
- Certificate of no criminal record dated from within 3 months

Requirements and conditions of admission

Basic requirements for admission are: master’s degree and professional qualifications together with at least one state accredited B2 level language examination – or any language examination equivalent thereof.

DSEB is primarily involved in doctoral courses based on
- marketing;
- international economics and management;
- international studies;
- finance;
- accountancy;
- tourism management;
- enterprise development
- management organization
- teacher of economics
- supply chain management
- MBA (Master of Business Administration)

master’s courses, nevertheless, we are also open to applicants holding other master’s degrees who wish to pursue doctoral studies in the field of entrepreneurship and business. In such cases, compliance with admission requirements is subject to individual assessment.

Applicants who obtain their master’s degree in the 2020/2021 academic year may only receive conditional admission to the doctoral program until the presentation of their diploma.
General criteria for assessing the entrance examination

The examination committee looks at the academic performance and language skills of the applicant. Admission is based on a written and an oral examination.

▪ **Written examination**: The written examination focuses on proficiency in the scientific field of business and management and research methodology. The written exam takes 180 minutes, during which applicant answer business related essay questions.

▪ **Oral examination**: The oral examination inspects the applicant’s motivation and aptitude for research. At the oral examination, the committee examines the proficiency of the applicant in the research field, the feasibility of the research plan, and the commitment of the applicant to the research.

**Time of entrance examination (non-SH applicants): 14-25 June 2021. /written and oral examination**

**Decision is made by 16 July 2021.**

**Expected number of students: 10-15, fee-paying course**

**Fee: HUF 950 000 /semester (training in English)**